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ABSTRACT: The aim of this research is to reveal the perceptions of student teachers on the teaching styles of music teachers during their teaching practice. This study discusses the perceptions of student teachers on the teaching styles of music teachers at their practice schools. The research further investigates if this perception differs in terms of number of students in the practice school classrooms and student teachers` studying university. Research data were collected using Grasha's (1996) Teaching Styles Inventory. The findings showed that music student teachers perceived the teaching style of their music teachers during school experience as "expert/authority/personal model and the number of students in classroom significantly changed the student teachers' perceptions on teaching styles of music teachers only in delegator teaching style.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1998, curriculum developers and researchers worked on the improvement and revision of music teaching programs for primary schools and for teacher training institutions, in order to teach and learn music effectively with the collaboration of World Bank, Higher Educational Council and National Ministry of Education. This collaboration was inevitable since, music teaching program at primary schools were found to be not functional by teachers and concerns were raised about the music teacher training programs, which were seen far away from its objectives to prepare teachers (Albuz and Akpinar, 2009).

Kalyoncu (2005) pointed out that teaching methodology courses were undermined and there was a lack of balance between theory and practice of music teaching at teacher training courses. Along with all these problems in Turkish classrooms, children’s attitude towards music learning came to a critical level. The more the grade level increased, the greater the children
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showed lower attitudes towards music learning, and music lessons were seen as an unnecessary lesson in every increasing grade level. This is considered as a reverse development in terms of the objectives of music education (Saruhan, 2008). Öztürk and Kalyoncu (2014) argues that teacher’s behaviour, peer’s expectations and children’s experience of music learning affect attitude towards music lessons along with many other controllable or uncontrollable factors.

Music teachers need to find ways to develop positive attitudes towards music lessons and need to work on how to change negative attitudes. The solution of this problem is to make music lessons more fun and enjoyable for children. Looking for new creative ideas and their applications through student-based teaching styles will attract students to make music. Furthermore, fun music teaching approaches help teachers less emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and personal commitment and they develop a positive learning environment. For that reason, (National Ministry of Education [NBE], 2013) suggested that music teachers should consider planning their music lessons according to students’ own musical experience and the activities are advised to be designed with student-based activities rather than traditional teacher-based approach. In particular students’ skills on exploration, invention and creativity must be developed through musical plays, drama, movement and dance.

It is believed that children enjoy making music, if they are taught less didactic methods; active and creative manner compared to traditional approaches. Particularly new teaching approaches such as Orff Schulwerk, Kodaly and Dalcroze have been valued and curriculum developers motivated teachers for their wider use in music classrooms. For example, Dalcroze Eurhythmics method was found to be significantly effective on attitudes as well along with all variables (Özmenteş, 2005).

However, the fact is that music lessons are limited to one lesson hour and the music classrooms are not suitable for teacher-student interactions. These are important factors in the teaching style preferences of the teachers. Üredi (2006) emphasizes that the time factor directly influences the teaching style preference of the teacher. In the same way, researches proved that teachers with less number of students could provide more individualized attention, and they were more flexible using different teaching approaches (Bennett, 1996).

Teaching methods and techniques are alternatives to how teachers can teach their subjects. In the case of teaching style, the teaching techniques and methods of the lecturers are their own application forms or their original usage. Teaching styles of the music teachers have a determining role in the desired achievements in music teaching program. If music teachers formed their teaching styles in a student-based, active learning-based and creative education environment, then they would change the perspective of children toward music education at school and also ensure their integrated developments. It is believed that teachers’ teaching style is one of the most important factors that influence the learning environment (Ahmethan, 2016).

Teaching style is defined as the continuous and consistent behaviours of teachers in their interactions with students during the teaching-learning process (Grasha, 2002). Bibace et al.(1981) see teaching styles in “a continuum where the most student-based (facilitative) style lies at one end and the most teacher-centered style (assertive) lies at the other end” (cited in Leung et al., 2003). Research shows that there is no teaching style which is effective for all objectives and disciplines. Teachers have a dominant or preferred teaching style in which they will often mix elements of other styles. According to Grasha (1996), almost all teachers possess a blend of all five teaching styles;

The expert teacher style has the traditional teacher features, gives importance to transmitting knowledge, and determines the content, materials, and timing. Continuous usage of this teaching style will negatively affect the students’ questioning ability,
The **formal authority** teacher style has the traditional teacher features, is not flexible, and the classroom routines are essential. Students are not provided with opportunities for creative and versatile thinking. The teacher has a specific status among the students,

The **personal model** teacher style acts as a model instead of dictating how students should think. It encourages the students to observe, teaches by example, and works together to lead the learner,

The **facilitator teacher** style is flexible in interactions with the students, presents choices, and leads the way. It allows the students to take responsibility, creates cooperative learning occasions, and acts as an active listener, and,

The **delegator teacher** style creates a student-based teaching environment, struggles to develop student potential, and contributes to the students’ perception of themselves as independent learners; it gives the students duties and responsibilities. However, it has been proved in studies that teachers prefer more than one style while teaching (cited in Üredi, 2006).

Grasha (1994) examined how the five styles were distributed among various academic disciplines. He reported that those teaching in the arts/music/theatre disciplines use the personal model style more often than other disciplines. Madsen and Madsen (1983), believed that personal modelling is important in music teaching as guides student with an expert demonstration but, requires supervision of students. Research showed that Turkish music teachers preferred the expert/facilitative/personal model teaching styles compare to other teaching styles (Demir, 2015). In the group of expert/facilitative/personal model teaching styles “teachers are in the role of designing opportunities for learning that emphasize collaborative and self-directed experiences” (Grasha, 1994, ss.142-149). Similar results were found by (Üredi 2006; Kolay 2008; Gencel 2013; Mertoğlu 2011; Çenberci and Beyhan 2016) who researched Turkish teachers’ teaching styles and motivation.

“Students need to have well-established models of ideal aural and visual images of the music and musicians. Without this, they will not be able to make comparisons or discriminate in any meaningful way. This means we have to make musical decisions prior to our rehearsals and decide how we are going to provide the model” (Cavitt, 2008, ss. 11).

Gumm (2003), expanded his research to explore music teaching styles as perceived by students. He claimed that classroom interaction between teacher and students occur in the areas of objective observations, teacher self-perception, and student perception. Gumm (2004, ss. 11-17), pointed out that “students are daily participants in the music class and therefore would have a better grasp of the tone of the classroom”. The observer perception of classroom interaction was studied by Duke et al. (1998); Duke Henninger (2002), cited in Courtney, 2014). Blumberg (1980), stated that “how a person perceives the behavior of another is much more important than the behavior itself” (cited in Crasborn and et al. 2011, ss. 320-331).

Observer perception is valuable in this study in order to understand music teacher’s teaching style. In this case, observers were candidate music teachers who were doing their school experiences at the primary schools, and music teachers were their mentor. From this perspective, the mentor teacher’s teaching style can be determined by the candidate teacher’s perception. Candidate teachers enter the school with teaching knowledge gained through method courses and from their own experiences of being a learner. Such knowledge and their own experiences of school life enable candidate teachers to form their teaching styles before entering teaching practice. Hence, the candidate teachers’ observations of their mentors’ lessons enable us to understand mentors’ teaching style through candidate perceptions. In particular, the research’s aim would be “what is candidate teachers’ perception of their mentor teachers’ teaching style and what is the role of different variables on the candidates’ perception of teaching styles. In this context, the research tries to answer the following questions:
Aims of the research are;

1. What are the music student teachers' perceptions on the teaching styles of music teachers?
2. How the number of students in the classroom influences students’ perceptions on the teaching styles of their music teachers?

2. METHOD

This research tried to determine the music student teachers' perceptions on the teaching styles of music teachers. This research was a descriptive study, since it was tried to identify the existing situation as it was and the general screening model was used in this research. Screening models are research models that aim to describe a past or already existing situation as what it is (Sönmez and Alacapinar, 2011). Furthermore, students' perceptions on the teaching style scores of music teachers were investigated according to number of students in the classrooms and their universities. In this sense, this research was also a relational study.

2.1. Participants

The participants of the study were 218 candidate music teachers in their final year of pre-service music teacher education in the academic year from 2015-2016. Sampling units can also be defined as groups consisting of more than one unit. In this context, sampling from the environment is done on a group basis and this process is also known as cluster sampling (Büyüköztürk, 2005). In this study, cluster sampling was performed because it was evaluated as class. In order to include the universities in different regions of Turkey in the study, the samples were randomly drawn from the education faculties of fine arts music education departments from seven state universities in Turkey (Necmettin Erbakan University, Uludag University, Niğde University, Dokuz Eylül University, Van Yüzüncü Yıl University, Karadeniz Teknik University, Muğla Sıtkı Koçman University) by stratified sampling technique. Since the number of students in each classroom varies from one university to others, it is desirable to examine all the department students as a group, not a classroom. Candidate music teachers filled out the Teaching Style Inventory during their school practices. Five out of 218 questionnaires were not included as they were filled improperly, so the final research dataset consisted of 213 students' responses.

2.2. Data Collection Instrument

As mentioned above, teaching style, the original usage of teaching techniques and methods by lecturers. Teaching techniques and methods have general rules and limitations, but, style depends on the teacher mod and experiences. For that reason, The Teaching Style Inventory developed by Grasha (1996) and later translated and adapted to Turkish language by Üredi (2006) was used to understand the music candidate teachers’ own teaching style preferences and mentor teachers’ perceived teaching styles. Validity and reliability studies were conducted on 100 Turkish teachers. The inventory consisted of 40 items. There were five subdimensions with eight items each; expert teacher gives importance to transmitting knowledge, and determines the content, materials, and timing. Continuous usage of this teaching style will negatively affect the students’ questioning ability (1,6,11,16,21,26,31,36), authority teacher is not flexible, and the classroom routines are essential. Students are not provided with opportunities for creative and versatile thinking. The teacher has a specific status among the students (2,7,12,17,22,27,32,37), personal model teacher encourages the students to observe, teaches by example, and works together to lead the learner (3,8,13,18,23,28,33,38), facilitator teacher allows the students to take responsibility, creates cooperative learning occasions, and acts as an active listener (4,9,14,19,24,29,34,39), and delegator teacher styles creates a student-based teaching environment, struggles to develop student potential, and contributes to the
students’ perception of themselves as independent learners (5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40). Subjects were asked to rate their teaching styles on a five-point scale.

The Cronbach alpha value for the expert teacher style is 0.75, authority teacher style 0.76, personal model teacher style 0.83, facilitator teacher style 0.87, and delegator teacher style 0.77. The internal consistency coefficient related to the entire teaching style scale is given as Cronbach alpha (.9098), Spearman-Brown (.8770), and Guttman (.8755). The fact that the coefficient is high and meaningful at the 0.1 level shows that the internal consistency of the scale is high. After the scale was applied, the data were analyzed using a rating scale. The scale has five options. Interval coefficients for the four intervals in a five-point scale (5-1=4) are (4/5) 0.80. Strongly disagree is between 1-1.79, disagree 1.80- 2.59, indecisive 2.60-3.39, agree 3.40-4.19 and strongly agree 4.20-5. A personal information form was used to collect data and describe the sample about independent variables of the inventory.

3. FINDINGS

3.1. Music Student Teachers’ Perceptions on the Teaching Styles of Music Teachers

Descriptive statistical data for the teaching style scores of music teachers were viewed and the arithmetic means of teaching style scores and standard deviation values based on the music student teachers' perceptions were given on Table 1.

Grasha (1996) described the teaching styles in the teaching style inventory in five groups, and what each one expressed was mentioned above. It was thought that it would be useful to give some examples from the questions in order to explain what the spoken teaching style means. **Expert style teacher:** "It is very important for me to share my knowledge and expertise with the students" (Question 6), "I am going to give a lecture on a significant part of each classroom time" (Question 21). **Authority style teacher:** "I give negative feedback to students when their performance is inadequate" (Question 7), "Each course contains very specific goals and objectives that I want to achieve" (Question 27). **Personal style teacher:** "I encourage students to give better examples than the examples I give" (Question 8), "My students often get criticized in writing and orally about their performances" (Question 28). **Facilitator style teacher:** "I want to learn how to teach students what to teach in class and how to teach them" (Question 29). **Delegator style teacher:** "The activities I have done in the class encourage my students to create their own ideas about course subjects" (Question 10), "My pupils determine their own independence and / or speed to complete group projects" (Question 30).

It shows that the views of student teachers are gathered at “agree 3.40-4.19” interval of the rating scale used for data analysis. The student teachers' perceptions on the teaching styles of music teachers are, in descending order, Expert (3.68), Authority (3.55), Personal model (3.50), Delegator (3.30), and Facilitator (2.99). It means that the students think that their teachers use much more **expert style** and least **Facilitator style**.

Table 1. Descriptive statistical data related to the teaching style of the students' current teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching style</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert teaching style</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority teaching style</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal model teaching style</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator teaching style</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegator teaching style</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching style total</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>.784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. How the number of students in the classroom influences student perceptions on the teaching styles of their music teachers?

The second sub-problem statement of the study is if there is a significant difference between the music teachers’ perceived teaching style scores according to the number of students in their classrooms. H1 hypothesis for this sub problem is formulated as follows: \( H1 = \) There is a significant difference between the teaching style scores of music teachers based on the music students’ perceptions according to the number of the students in classrooms.

Kruskal Wallis H-test analysis was used to determine whether the differences between teaching style scores based on the number of students in classroom for four different student groups that do not show normal distribution (Table 2). It was seen that the teaching style scores of student teachers about music teachers significantly differed only in delegator teaching style sub-dimension \( (\text{Chi-square}(2)= 12.230, P<.05) \). It was seen that the other four teaching style sub-dimensions did not differ significantly according to the number of students in classroom. For delegator teaching style, the mean rank of student teachers for the classroom with 41-50 students was \( x=157.30 \); the mean rank of student teachers for the classroom with 31-40 students \( x=110.47 \); the mean rank of student teachers for the classroom with 21-30 students \( x=95.76 \); the mean rank of student teachers for the classroom with 15-20 students \( x=118.89 \). This finding shows that the number of students in classroom significantly changed the student teachers’ perceptions on teaching styles of music teachers only in delegator teaching style mean scores. Class student numbers only made a significant difference on the delegator teaching style perception. Multiple comparisons using the Mann-Whitney U test showed that this difference is between the delegator teaching style groups of 15-20 and 41-50, 21-31 and 41-50, and 31-40 and 41-50.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching style</th>
<th>Number of students in class</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean rank</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>Chi-square</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Significant difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delegator</td>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>118.89</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.230</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>1-4,2-4,3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>95.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>110.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>157.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION and RESULTS

4.1. Discussion

Prennialism and essentialism classical educational philosophies are based on teacher-centered education. The progressivism and reconstructionism educational philosophies, preferred in the last century and today in the world, are based on student-centered education (Demirel, 2011). Classical educational philosophies are embodied as expert and authoritative teacher style. Progressivist and reconstructionist educational philosophies, also called contemporary educational philosophies, are embodied as personal, facilitating and representative teacher styles. Different areas of education often prefer some teaching methods and techniques according to their own characteristics. Although the teaching methods and techniques differ for each area, their application style is based on a teaching philosophy. Music education is mostly done with practice. The playing of a musical instrument or the singing of a song involves concrete practices. The essentialist educational philosophy predicts more coercion and strict rules with the influence of idealistic philosophy. In Turkey, the first times in music education were influenced by the essentialist philosophy of education.

What is the situation in Turkey today with the influence of contemporary educational philosophies in the world and the spread of personal, facilitating and representative teaching
styles? Are the effects of classical educational philosophies continuing? There are researches in international academic society on teaching styles with Teaching Style Inventory developed by Grasha (1996) on teacher education. Similar studies in Turkey have attempted to reveal the relationship between educational philosophy and teaching style in the teaching of different disciplines. Therefore, the studies that study teacher styles in music teaching in Turkey are so little and the position of teaching styles in music teaching in Turkey has been tried to be revealed. Teaching Style Inventory, which is mostly preferred in international academic studies, was used as scale.

Teaching techniques and methods have general rules and limitations, but, style depends on the teacher mod and experiences. Teaching styles that teachers prefer when applying teaching methods and techniques are also worth reviewing. The findings showed that music student teachers perceived the teaching style of their music teachers during school experience as expert/authority/personal model. Key factors in these teaching style groups are that the teacher guides, leads and becomes a personal model by giving examples and showing students how to do things. Madsen and Madsen (1983) mentions that "Personal Model" teaching style is a teaching behavior that needs to be used in music teaching. Since music lesson is practice focused, music teachers show themselves as a personal model and ask the students to observe themselves. The result of this study is compatible with that of Grasha (1994). He reported that those teaching disciplines in the arts/music/theatre use the personal model style more often than other disciplines. In a previous study by Demir (2015) with 215 music teachers, preferred teachings styles of the teachers were under the group of “facilitator/personal model/expert”. Demir’s (2015) study was compatible with the studies made in the literature related to the teaching styles of teachers in other disciplines (Üredi 2006; Kolay 2008; Maden 2012, Kılıç and Dilbaz, 2013). It can be seen in the studies above and in our study that personal model and expert teaching styles are in common.

The different result of this study is that the teaching styles of the music teacher are perceived as authoritarian by student teachers. Expert and authority styles of Grasha’s (1996), teaching style model are teacher-centered style and these styles are based on transfer of information to the students and ensuring that the students are well prepared for the subjects. Transferring cognitive, psychomotor and affective content of Music domain in one music lesson hour is quite difficult; so the fact that teachers cannot be flexible when planning the learning processes may have caused them to be perceived within authoritarian teaching style. The pressure on both the teacher and the students due to the lesson being restricted to a short time will hinder the quality of music education and the experience of enjoyable moments of music.

This study has shown difference from the literature related to the teaching styles of music teachers with regards to 'authority' teaching style. The difference could be due to how we structured the study. This study sought out teaching styles of music teachers through music student teachers’ observation rather than music teachers’ own declaration. It is an important detail as there can be difference between a teacher's observed behaviour and teacher’s opinion. As Blumberg (1980), stated that “how a person perceives the behaviour of another is much more important than the behaviour itself” (cited in Crasborn and et al. 2011 ss. 330). On the other hand, student teachers who learn about the contemporary music teaching approaches in the faculty and are transferred for practice in schools may have thought that student- based music teaching approaches are not used effectively in classrooms.

In the framework of the first sub-problem, it can be said that the effect of classical educational philosophy in teaching music in Turkey (Expert teacher) is seen but, the effect of contemporary educational philosophy (facilitator teacher) is developing.

Results of the second sub-problem, investigating the effect of the number of students in the class on the applied teaching style indicate that the number of students in the class indirectly
influences the teaching style of the teacher. There is an inverse ratio between all teacher teaching styles scores and the number of students in the classroom.

As a result of this study, the difference in perceived teaching styles of music teachers according to the number of students in classroom were found in ‘Delegator’ teaching style. They perceived that "Delegator" teaching style is used less often in learning-teaching environments in a crowded classroom. Actually, it can be said that this is an expected result. The role of delegator teachers, like a researcher, is to try to reveal the existing will of students; but it can be hard for the teacher to perform this role within 40 min of course hours in crowded classrooms. Bigger classes will decrease the amount of time that can be spent on instruction and dealing with individual child. Studies by (Çınar et al. 2004; Yapıçı and Demirdelen 2007; Bennett 1996) support this finding.

4.2. Result and Recommendations

As a result, there are three teaching style scores above the teaching style score average of candidate music teachers. These are expert, authority and personal teacher style scores. Candidate music teachers find their teacher styles closer to these three styles. Expert and authority teacher styles are influenced by classical educational philosophies, while personal teacher style is influenced by contemporary educational philosophies. In Turkey, we can talk about not being under the influence of contemporary educational philosophies in every aspect but also a trend towards teacher styles under the influence of contemporary educational philosophies.

In this context, the following suggestions can be made for practitioners and researchers. The results of this research can be shared in writing with music education institution that gives music education each level. Examples of contemporary educational philosophies and contemporary teaching styles can be demonstrated and practiced in the classroom management courses of the education faculties. The number of student in music education classes can be tried to be reduced to an acceptable level. For researchers, some suggestions can be offered that why teacher styles are influenced by classical educational philosophies in music education, what can be done to make teacher styles popular in the influence of contemporary educational philosophies, and investigations aimed at revealing other variables affecting teacher styles.
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Araştırmada uluslararası akademik çalışmalarda çoğunlukla tercih edilen “Teaching Style Inventory” ile yapılan araştırmalar mevcuttur. Türkiye’de bu benzer çalışmaların poşeti öğrencilerin eğitimde öğretmen stillerinin etkisi üzerinde çalışılmıştır. 